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InfoValue releases InfoValue IPTV Tab for Dual Screen IPTV Experiences

Unify guest TV and mobile experiences
and extend staff communication
June 8, 2018. —InfoValue Computing,
Inc.(“InfoValue”), experts in providing
innovative, interactive IPTV platform and
solutions, today announced the release of
InfoValue IPTV Tab (“IPTVTab”), a tablet-based
enhancement of the InfoValue IPTV platform.
InfoValue views the future of the guest room
technology as a fully automated and unified
experience for the hotel guest. IPTVTab is one of
many upcoming enhancements on InfoValue’s
roadmap to this vision of the future.
IPTVTab extends all of the features and
capabilities of the TV interface to the tablet,
including: compendium information, VOD &
IPTV channels, folio review/express checkout,
etc. IPTVTab also takes advantage of InfoValue’s
extensive integrations with various guest service
systems, giving guests an unprecedented level of
control, and access to every aspect of their stay.
From IPTVTab, guests will be able to control the
television, environmental settings (HVAC, lights,
blinds), order room service, make restaurant
reservations, place service requests, and cast
streaming media to the TV.
The advantages of IPTVTab also include another,
more efficient avenue of communication between
the guest and the hotel staff, which will translate
into a positive impact on hotel operations, as well
as guest satisfaction.
“We are very excited about the InfoValue
IPTVTab enhancement to our IPTV platform,”
said Monsong Chen, President & CEO of
InfoValue, “The capabilities of IPTVTab will

greatly enhance the in-room experience for hotel
guests, while also streamlining operations and
efficiency for hoteliers.”
About InfoValue
Founded in 1994 and experts in providing
comprehensive and premium IP Media platforms
and solutions, InfoValue is recognized for
innovations and advances in IPTV technology
that has set the pace in performance, scalability
and intelligence. InfoValue delivers IPTV
solutions and products to hospitality, healthcare,
education, enterprise, government and telecomm
markets. InfoValue's corporate headquarters are
located at 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY
10523. More information on InfoValue and its
products and services is available at
www.infovalue.com, via e-mail at
info@infovalue.com, or by phone at (914)
345-5980.

